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“Early spring is
an opportune
time to set pricing
and to distribute
information about
your publications.”

Optimizing Marketing
Efforts for Libraries

O

ne of the most important aspects of marketing is understanding the customer,
and for publishers, one of the most important customer segments is libraries.
Budgets are still tight for everyone, especially institutional libraries, so it is more
important than ever to keep marketing communication concise and as effective
as possible. In December 2011, Allen Press polled a group of librarians to understand better
how academic libraries make purchasing decisions and to gain their perspective on marketing
directed at them so that publishers can understand how to serve their needs more effectively.

About the Respondents
Our research efforts were focused on North America but included libraries of a variety of
sizes, ranging from libraries with 5,000 patrons to those with more than 20,000.
The majority of the respondents (73%) have been librarians for 10 years
or more, and
91% of
them either
have direct
purchasing
power or
provide input
into purchasing
decisions. We heard from serials librarians,
acquisitions librarians, and collection
development/management
librarians equally, and a handful
of library directors provided their
feedback as well—24 respondents
in all. Their invaluable feedback
can help publishers tailor their
marketing strategies by providing
insights about timing, pricing,
and other factors that impact
subscription cancellation and
renewal decisions.
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Attention Must Be Paid!
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I’m not really a fan of celebrity award
shows. However this year I had houseguests during the Grammys, and we ended
up tuning in for the red carpet parade.
From Katy Perry’s matching blue dress/hair
combo, to Fergie’s undergarment-baring,
bright orange doily dress, to Nicki Minaj’s
entrance with a pope look-alike,
the spectacle was absurd. It’s
clear that these celebrities
don’t share my rather
subdued taste in fashion.
Nonetheless, they do
know a thing or two about
getting noticed. Appearing
on the worst-dressed list
guarantees press for weeks,
and for celebrities, even
negative attention can mean
a career boost.
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As publishers and associations, we have
to be a bit more careful about garnering
the right kind of attention, but we can’t
survive if we don’t strive to keep our brand
constantly in front of libraries, members,
and subscribers. Our feature article,
“Understanding How Libraries Make
Decisions to Optimize Marketing Efforts,”
details our recent survey of academic
librarians and gives suggestions for the
best time to release pricing information
and tips on which marketing efforts
catch a librarian’s eye.
Authors are also on the
constant search for
recognition.
Impact
factor,
h-index,

SNIP—there are so many methods for
measuring a paper, author, or journal’s
worth in the scientific community. Check
out our Research 2.0 article, “Citation
Nation: Google Scholar Joins the Fray,”
to see how Google Scholar provides
one more venue for collecting citation
statistics for individual authors.
With so many media outlets vying for our
attention, it is increasingly important to
use new and traditional channels to stay
in front of our audience.
Do we have your attention? We’re always
interested in your feedback about
the newsletter and ideas you have for
future articles. Please e-mail comments,
suggestions, or ideas to frontmatter@
allenpress.com. 
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Optimizing Marketing Efforts for Libraries

Timing
A primary objective of the survey was to gain
insight regarding the best time to approach
librarians with renewal information and marketing
materials. When asked to select the month in
which they plan for serial subscription purchases,
a majority of librarians’ responses ranged from
late spring through late summer, and 59% of
the respondents indicated that they would like
to receive pricing and renewal information four
to six months before their current subscription
expires. Very few of the librarians surveyed were
interested in having the subscription pricing
extremely early (10–12 months in advance), or
extremely late (<3 months in advance) in the
year. Many academic libraries’ fiscal years begin
in July, so for budgeting purposes, early spring is
an opportune time to set pricing and to distribute
information about your publications.

Subscription Agents
Subscription agents also play a critical role in
communicating pricing information to librarians.
The survey shows that an overwhelming 91% of
librarians receive pricing and other information
about serial publications from subscription
agents. This is not surprising considering half
of the respondents purchase 75% or more of
their serial subscriptions through an agent,
and another 46% purchase between 50 and
70% through an agent. A small portion (5%) of
the librarians polled currently uses publishers’

websites when researching serial publications,
specifically when they are ordering direct from
the publisher. Subscription agents obviously
have greater penetration than publishers into the
academic library market and play a critical role in
communicating with libraries when it comes to
pricing. Subscription pricing should be provided
to agents well before the beginning of the
libraries’ fiscal years.

“Librarians put
a high value on
recommendations
from faculty,
students, and other
librarians. ”

Communicating with Librarians
As illustrated in the table below, librarians rely
on several different resources when researching
and evaluating publications for their collections.
Patrons and colleagues seem to be the most
prevalent among these resources. Librarians
put a high value on recommendations from
faculty, students, and other librarians. Library
meetings and conferences are still an effective
means of getting in front of this audience. While
subscription agents appear to be the go-to
place for pricing, librarians rely less on them for
information needed for qualifying and selecting
a publication. Librarians indicated that they
seldom depend on publisher sales and marketing
promotions—whether in the form of a visit or call
from a representative or a direct mail or e-mail
campaign—to learn about serial publications that
might make good additions to their collection.
Since many publishers rely heavily on e-mail for
communicating with their customers due to its

Resources librarians use to learn about serial publications
Source of information about
serial publications

Ranking of importance to librarians’ decision making
(1 = most important)
1

2

3

4

5

6

library meetings and
conferences

0%

11%

42%

16%

11%

21%

marketing campaigns by
publishers or societies

0%

17%

22%

17%

17%

28%

recommendations by faculty
or students

86%

5%

0%

0%

0%

10%

recommendations from other
librarians

5%

50%

14%

14%

14%

5%

subscription agent

14%

5%

10%

29%

14%

29%

publisher sales representative

0%

10%

10%

24%

43%

14%
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“The most
common reason for
a librarian to drop
a subscription is
low usage.”

timeliness and economy, we dove a bit deeper
into understanding what librarians do with these
e-mails when they show up in their inbox. More
than half of librarians surveyed (56%) stated that
when they receive a promotional e-mail from a
publisher or society, they open the e-mail and
read the message, and 17% said they forward
the e-mail to the appropriate academic selector.
While these are encouraging statistics, only 8%
of the librarians reported that they would click
links in the e-mail seeking more information. As a
result, the most important information you would
like to convey should be contained in the body of
the e-mail instead of in links to outside sources.
It may also be a good strategy to mention
what kind of additional information those links
provide. “Click here to learn more about our new
rates” could be more encouraging than a generic
“Click here.” Only 17% of respondents delete the
e-mail without reading it or without opening it.
None of the librarians reported forwarding the
e-mail to a faculty member.

Influencers
In addition to discovering how to optimize
marketing and communication efforts, we also
learned what factors influence purchasing
and renewal decisions. We were not surprised
to learn that two-thirds of surveyed librarians
believe that the price of a subscription is
very important in the decision process. Other
factors that were deemed very important were
recommendations from faculty members (54%)
and usage/circulation amongst library patrons
(58%). A publication’s impact factor, student
recommendations, ease of ordering the journal,
and reputation of the publication
were all cited as being moderately
important, while price per article was
less important overall.

Subscription Cancellations
Budgets and the rising costs of
serial publications The librarians
also shared their top three
reasons for not renewing
a subscription. Not
unexpectedly, the most
prevalent responses were
financial in nature: 23% citied journal cost, 11%
specified budget limitations, and 9% indicated
price increases. These data suggest that library
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funding is, unfortunately, continuing to stagnate
while publishers struggle to balance rising
production costs with declining subscriptions.
The respondents were specific about their
tolerance for price increases. While lower costs
would no doubt be preferable, many librarians
would rather see predictable, incremental price
increases of 3% or less, rather than occasional
large spikes. This model aids librarians in
forecasting budgets and allocating their
resources. There is often not much a publisher
can do to reduce production costs or ease
libraries’ budget woes, but raising journal prices
in a slow and steady fashion is a good tactic to
avoid discouraging renewals.
Usage However, the single most cited
response was unrelated to funding and cost.
The most common reason for a librarian to
drop a subscription is low usage (24%), and an
additional 12% cited defunct programs or a
recommendation from faculty or an academic
department to drop the subscription. While
there is not much a publishing company can do
in response to program cancellations, this trend
does point to the importance of the user. Solid
faculty recommendations would undoubtedly
increase the likelihood of a journal subscription
being renewed or purchased, so marketing to the
faculty at an institution as well as directly to the
librarian is a well-founded strategy.
Other important factors Our librarians shared
several other reasons for why a journal
subscription might be canceled. Access to the
content through alternative channels such as
an aggregation, database, or consortia package
seemed to be a common theme. There has
been an active effort to eliminate duplication
of subscriptions that the library has access to
through such packages. A title is at risk as well
if it is no longer available through the library’s
subscription agent or if the content is free or
open access online. Competition also plays a
role in this decision process. When competing
journals have similar content, but one has a
lower cost and higher usage, it is perceived to
have greater value and may be spared from the
chopping block, often at the expense of other
journals. A drop in quality or reputation of a
publication is also a red flag to librarians and may
cause them to not renew.
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Online Journals
Since the prevalence of online publishing has
been well established for years, we were not
surprised that 63% of participants reported
that about three-fourths of their serial
subscriptions are in a digital format. For 20% of
the respondents, an even split between print and
online subscripts make up their current serials
collection, and for 16%, online subscriptions
account for about one quarter of their collection.
Several librarians cited canceling subscriptions
to publications because they were not offered
online or the online platform did not support
institutional access. While the majority of serial
collections are being purchased in a digital
format, many printed serial publications are
still being purchased by libraries. These data
suggest that library needs vary from institution
to institution, and a pricing model that includes
options for online-only, print-only, and print plus
online subscriptions would provide the most
flexibility.

Conclusion
The following is a summary of the conclusions we
were able to draw from our research:

• Set pricing and distribute information about
your publications in early spring.
• Provide subscription pricing to agents well
before the beginning of the libraries’ fiscal
year.
• When e-mailing librarians, include critical
information in the body of the e-mail rather
than providing links.
• Promote your journals to faculty independent
of campaigns directed at librarians.
• When raising journal prices, keep increases
moderate and predictable.
• Offer both print-only and online-only
subscription options.
• Offer reasonable discounts to subscription
agents to ensure your publication is available
to librarians through their normal purchasing
channels.

"Marketing to
the faculty at an
institution as well
as directly to the
librarian is a wellfounded strategy.”

The relationship between publishers and
librarians will continue to evolve, and we must
make sure the lines of communication are open.
Hopefully, the feedback from these librarians
can help scholarly publishers optimize their
marketing campaigns as we continue to work to
understand their needs better. 
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Allen Press would like to congratulate the
Tennessee Academy of Science on their
Centennial! Founded in 1912, the academy
seeks to promote scientific research and the
diffusion of knowledge concerning science; to secure
communication between persons engaged in scientific
work, especially in Tennessee; to assist by investigation and discussion in developing
and making known the material, educational, and other resource and riches of the
state; and to arrange and prepare for publication such reports of investigations and
discussions as they further the aims and objectives of the Academy.
Allen Press provides peer review, composition, print, and distribution services
for the Tennessee Academy of Science. We are proud of our partnership with the
academy and wish them continued success!
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For more information about the centennial celebration, visit http://www.tennacadofsci.org/cent.php. 
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Get Your [Variable] Message Out
One of the great things about online
marketing is the ability to direct your
message to a particular audience. You’ve
probably had the experience of realizing
that a particular advertisement seems
to be following you on the Internet. You
do an Internet search for a new car, and
suddenly you see advertisements for that
car in the margins of every page you visit.
From the user’s perspective, I can see
where this kind of advertising conjures
up images of cheesy stalker films, but
to the advertiser, it really is an amazing
tool: a message that is targeted to a
specific user who the advertiser knows
is already interested in what they are
selling. Although in today’s world targeted
advertising is most prevalent online, there
are possibilities for targeting specific
readers in the print world as well.
One easy and cost-effective way to target
specific readers or groups of readers is
through variable messaging.
Variable messaging provides
the opportunity to use the
data and criteria supplied
in mailing lists—and
the polybags in which
publications are inserted
for protection during
mailing—to create simple,
customized communications
targeted to subscribers
and readers. It involves the

same automated printing process, ink-jet
application, and digital technology used
on the packaging line to print address and
USPS information on polybags.
Consider the following applications:
• Notify a reader that his or her
subscription is about to expire and
include a reminder to renew.
• Notify a non-member subscriber that
additional benefits are available with
membership and encourage him or her
to become a member.
• Notify readers of upcoming event in
their area.
• Thank a new member or subscriber for
signing up to receive your publication.
• Thank a reader for renewing his or her
subscription.
• Notify members that they can access
“members only” content on your website.

Targeted messages make your readers
feel engaged and appreciated. It creates
a positive impression when your readers
feel like you are really paying attention to
them and value their patronage. Keeping
readers informed of their subscription
status may also aid in your renewal
efforts, and we all know holding on to
subscriptions is key to the success of any
publication.
Don’t be shy about reaching out to your
printer to see what kind of variable
messaging services they provide. Allen
Press, for example, can handle up to eight
variables in the same mailing and we can
include both a variable message and a
static message (i.e., a message that is the
same on every piece in a given mailing
without variation) on the same polybag.
Consider adding variable messaging to
your next mailing! 

Allen Press Recognized as a Top 400 Printer by Printing Impressions
of our staff in strengthening
our customer relationships
and focusing on our core
competencies is keeping us in
the top half of this list and it’s
a real honor for us.”

“The Top 400 list is the most comprehensive list of
its kind in the industry, and we always look forward
to seeing where we stand among our peers,” said
Gerald Lillian, CEO at Allen Press. “The dedication

For more information on
Printing Impressions 400, or to see the
complete list, visit http://www.piworld.
com/article/pi400/. 
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Allen Press was recognized as a Top 400 Printer in the
December 2011 issue of Printing Impressions magazine.
The Printing Impressions 400 list provides the industry’s
most complete ranking of leading printing companies
in the United States and Canada. Allen Press ranks 154
in the Top 400 list based on annual sales volume.
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Citation Nation: Google Scholar Joins the Fray
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Scholars create their own profiles
(presumably, Einstein did
not travel from the
past to create his
profile, though
his theory of
relativity is
sort of famous for
the idea) and
maintain a
list of their
publications.
Google
guesses which
publications belong to
which author using
a statistical model
that includes
author name,
bibliographic data,
and article content,
but the owner of

a profile can make adjustments when
Google gets it wrong. Once the author’s
profile is created, Google Scholar does the
rest, registering and tracking every citation
it can find for the publications listed on
the profile. The user can
decide whether his or
her profile is public.
Public profiles
are displayed in
search results
and allow
researchers
to benchmark
their citation
statistics against
their peers.

/DrAfter123

Academics are enthralled with citation
statistics. Blame it on publisher vanity,
academia’s publish or perish mentality,
or a deep and abiding love of statistics.
Regardless of the rationale, Google
jumped on board last summer with
Google Scholar Citations, a tool for
calculating and tracking citation metrics.
The metrics themselves are nothing new.
Google Scholar Citations tracks three
popular citation metrics for an individual
author’s recognized publications: total
citations, h-index (the largest number
h such that h publications have at least

h citations), and i10-index (the number
of publications that have at least 10
citations).

©iStockphoto.com

What is Albert Einstein’s h-index? Until
recently, it would have been a pretty timeconsuming task to calculate this number,
but with Google Scholar’s new Citation
functionality, all I had to do was type
“Albert Einstein” into a Google Scholar
search and click on his profile to see that
the answer is 91. It seems a bit reminiscent
of Douglas Adams’s numeric answer to
“life, the universe and everything,” … what
was the question again?

Google Scholar Citations
was released in July 2011
under a limited launch program.
The service was made available to
all in November 2011, and Google
is accepting new users. To create
your own profile, visit http://
scholar.google.com/citations. 
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Emerging Trends in Scholarly
Publishing Seminar!
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15% OFF Registration
Use Discount Code: ETSEM15

To register online, go to
http://allenpress.com/events/seminar/
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Disruption, uncertainty, and risk—just another day for the

publishing superhero, this seminar will offer power-building

scholarly publisher. Reacting to change. Driving change. Some

sessions on ethics and solutions to address author misconduct,

days it seems like miraculous abilities are called for just to keep up.

alternatives to the Big Deal, PDA for journal acquisition, open

But publishers are everyday superheroes—getting the job done

access mega journals, and the use of quality metrics for journal

without flashy feats of wonder. They don’t need superpowers to

content and academic evaluation.

do what they do. They gain strength from knowledge. By staying
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tuned in. While they may not be able to fly or transform into
different states of matter, and most would find invisibility a bad

Embassy Suites Convention Center | Washington, DC

thing, publishers do have to stay light on their feet. They need

register now!

to learn, engage, and adapt with agility. To support the everyday
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